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Society: Book Reviews

Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
Endgame for Empire: British-Creek Relations in Georgia and Vici.nity,
1763-1776. By John T.Juricek. (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2015. Acknowledgements, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. Pp. vii, 326. $74.95 cloth.)

John Juricek's Endgame for Empire demonstrates conclusively
that the roots of the American Revolution ran deep into Indian
country. His tightly-focused study of Southeastern Indian relations
in the years between the Seven Years' War and the American Revolution is a brilliant diplomatic history and a masterwork of historical
research and writing that will be of obvious interest to the growing
legions of those who study the native South. ButJuricek's book is
also one of the most compelling and revelatory insights into the
origins of the American Revolution to come along in some time.
In this exploration of British policy shifts and revisions between
1763 and 1776,Juricek reveals a British empire struggling to create
a better future and in the end creating only the conditions for its
own dismantling in eastern North America.
A followup of sorts to Juricek's 2010 Colonial Georgia and the
Creeks: Anglo-Indian Diplomacy on the Southern Frontier, 1733-1763,
this new volume deserves to stand alone and apart from that earlier work. By focusing exclusively on the 1763-1776 time period,
Juricek is able to reveal the interwar years as a creative and innovative time in British policy toward Native Americans. Rather than
reactionary, revenue-focused villains, the British royal government
here comes across as a body of ambitious but inept administrators
whose attempts to create a new and better age for America failed
[107]
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on their inabilities to adequately fund and implement their own
policies. The distance between ambition and effectiveness in the
years after 1763 created unresolved tensions that ultimately set the
stage for the Revolution. Juricek's interwar Southeast is thus more
than a footnote or an interesting contrast to the "real" Revolution
of Stamp Acts and boycotts-it reveals the imperial dynamics that
underlay those more famous acts and that actually propelled events
in the 1760s and 1770s.
Juricek's great contribution is to take British policy-making
seriously and to demonstrate how British Indian policy after 1763
represented a somewhat radical break from earlier approaches. In
this way,Juricek's regional study has hemispheric implications. The
British were trying to formulate policy on a continental scale for
the first time in their history at the same time they were trying to
define what, exactly, Indians' status was within the empire. Unwilling to adopt their Catholic rivals' syncretic approach to Indian
subjects, the British tried to forge a new path ahead. The Proclamation of 1763 and its updates were therefore not just moneysaving stopgap measures; they were attempts to wholly reform and
remake governance of the American continent. By tacitly recognizing Indian governments as separate from colonial ones, British
policy after 1763 effectively shattered over a century of precedent
in an attempt to plot out a better and more harmonious future.
This future was to be built out of a divided continental empire
managed from London with separate zones of jurisdiction for British rule, colonial governments, and Indian agents. The problems
arose when the British left this herculean reform to a handful of
under-financed Indian superintendents and deputies.
This situation sets the stage for Juricek's narrative. What follows is a gripping diplomatic history as British agents, colonial
governors, Indian headmen, and private traders responded,
improvised, and defined what policy would actually look like with
very little clear direction from London. Juricek's main argument
is that Britain's failure to follow through on its visions with either
the money or enforcement necessary to erect a suitable imperial structure allowed interested parties (colonial governors and
u·ade merchants, in particular) to improvise a new set of relations
with Indians resulting in the land-for-debt-forgiveness swaps that
marked tl1e end of the interwar period and set the stage for the violence of the southern Revolutionary War. Each of these initiatives
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backfired in spectacular ways, pushing the Southeast slowly but not
inevitably toward conflagration and Revolution, especially as governors, traders, and headmen alike began relying on land-for-debt
exchanges as the solution to all of their problems. Juricek makes
clear, however, that this was not a foregone conclusion; it was contingent on a thousand small decisions that added up to a dangerous policy. Throughout, John Stuart, Southern Superintendent of
Indian Affairs, emerges as something of a tragic hero-a faithful
administrator who earnestly attempted to create a fair and just system of inter-cultural relations but was stymied by a viper's nest of
regional interests and left exposed by imperial indifference.
Along the way, Juricek's narrative sheds new light on the
dynamics of the coming Revolution. By trying to improvise a new
idea of subject status for Indians within the realm, the British
had to raise the issue of sovereignty in America. From that initial
question followed a series of new decisions, including the turn to
Parliament as the only body with authority to manage affairs on a
continental scale. The coordination of trans-colonial Indian relations required a body with oversight authority. The King-in-Parliament was the only part of tl1e British system that could claim
such authority. Juricek thus actually makes a compelling case that
the issue of American sovereignty first arose in Indian country and
spread eastward from there.
This book cannot be recommended highly enough. Juricek is
a fantastic writer and storyteller and possesses an impressive ability
to build an overarching argument out of the fractured narratives
of former colony- or tribe-focused studies. Students of the native
Soutl1 might not find a great deal of new information here but they
will be treated to a compelling retelling and reframing of familiar
events that, on the whole, feels new. Students of the American Revolution will find even more, asjuricek's insights into that conflict's
origins demand attention. This is not a book to be skimmed, either,
as Juricek subtly builds his argument by layering events on top of
each other, with one chapter's seemingly trivial dispute emerging
in the next as a significant precedent for further innovation in the
southeastern situation. In the end it is both a masterful story and a
masterful argument, a rare combination in any book.
Robert Paulett
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Peacekeepers and Conquerors: The Army Officer Corps on the American
Frontier, 1821-1846. By Samuel]. Watson. (Lawrence: University

of Kansas Press, 2013. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes
bibliography, index. Pp. xvi, 636. $49.95 cloth.)
'
This important work addresses multiple topics in United
States history, including American expansion, international
diplomacy, relocation (removal) of Native American tribes, and
civil-military relations, in addition to evaluating the U.S. Army
officer corps. Of particular interest to readers of this journal,
Samuel J. Watson devotes two chapters to the Second Seminole
War in Florida. Watson focuses on 1821 to 1846, but also offers
analysis about U.S. government policies after 1846. Peacekeepers
and Conquerors completes the project Watson began in his substantial work,Jackson 's Sword: The Army Officer Corps on the American
Frontier, 1810-1821 (2012).
Watson delineates three main themes integral to the development of the army's officer corps. At first glance, two of these
themes may not appear obviously related to officer corps development. First, Watson demonstrates that no other federal agency or
organization except the army was capable of carrying out the drastic and controversial policy of removing major groups of Indians
from the East and relocating them west of the Mississippi River.
Second, Watson argues persuasively how army officers often demonstrated success at "peacekeeping and peace enforcement" (x)
along the U.S.-Canadian border and in the Southwest. Watson contends that from 1838 to 1842 the skillful diplomacy of U.S. Army
officers prevented another war between the United States and England from breaking out due to violence on the Canadian border.
Third, the author describes how the first two themes combined
with military factors to confirm increasing professionalism among
officers, including his valuable discussion of the early months of
the U.S.-Mexican War.
Some readers may question Watson's applying "professionalism" to army officers prior to 1846. Professionals can be defined
as those who depend on mastering a body of knowledge and
then being examined or certified-such as lawyers, doctors, religious leaders, and engineers. Several other fields were not so well
defined in America by the 1840s, such as dentists, accountants,
nurses, schoolteachers, and social workers. Watson supports his
contentions for army officer professionalism, emphasizing that by
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1846 most Regular Army officers were graduates of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New York, at a time when few Americans held college degrees. Furthermore, army officers possessed
a body of knowledge on military matters and exercised federal
authority for carrying out military assignments that separated them
from leaders of either short-term volunteers or militia. Employing numerous examples, Watson shows that such officers surpassed
leaders of militia and volunteers in military organization, tactics,
and logistics, but also in diplomatic capability. Most army officers
were not identified with either major political party, in contrast
to leaders of militia and volunteers. Cmcial to Watson's argument, even army officers with known political affiliations showed
"politically neutral accountability to national civilian authority that
became the hallmark of the officer corps' professionalism" (340).
In these discussions Watson supplements and departs from William
B. Skelton's significant work, An American Profession of Arms: The
Army Officer Corps, 1784-1861 (1992).
Watson analyzes the Second Seminole War, maintaining that
connections to slavery increased its complications. Especially
notable, the war in Florida was a guerrilla-style conflict, not a conventional "matter of meeting and defeating an enemy army in a
set-piece battle" (181), though the army "continued to fight the
war in a remarkably Europeanized way" (224). Operating in a difficult climate, the army never picked a policy of unit rotation in
the war zone, placing an undue burden on some regiments and
officers. Sharply critical of the military, many Anglo-Americans
and Florida leaders failed to appreciate the army's problems.
When the war became a "stalemate" (183), officers favored negotiations with tl1e Seminoles. Many officers grew dissatisfied witl1
their personal circumstances and questioned the course and conduct of the war. Some resigned their commissions, which Watson
discusses in detail.
In assessing Indian Removal or "expropriation," Watson
employs the controversial phrase "ethnic cleansing" (see his index
headings for use of those terms). Watson concludes that removal
was "a mean, sordid, degrading process" (82) that placed great
demands on America's national army due to its small size. President Andrew Jackson burdened senior generals, including Winfield Scott, with carrying out expropriation, uprooting most of the
Cherokees, Choctaws, and Creeks and causing a gigantic demographic shift across several states, such as Georgia and Alabama.
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In regard to civil-military relations, Watson reminds readers
that America maintained a small standing army in contrast to
the nation's geographic size and extensive borders. He offers a
thoughtful alternative in the debate questioning if the army was
"isolated" from American society, proposing instead the term
"insulated." Watson explains that officers participated in "institutional politics" within the army, but their "impartial integrity"
(236) allowed them to view nationalism and central government
control as superior to personal, state, regional, economic, or political matters. Most officers concentrated on their assignments and
were devoted to national goals. Many Anglo-Americans intended
to settle on the lands reserved by treaty for Native Americans or to
carry out filibustering ventures into British Canada or elsewherebut the army rejected those intentions. Watson concludes that
officers were not exclusively from one "class, economic interest
group, party, or section" (439). Thus, the "career officer corps of
the national standing army was not physically or mentally isolated
or mentally or politically alienated" from American society (439).
Watson's book is one of the most important on the status of the
American military in the nineteenth century and its relationships
to society. He bases his conclusions on extensive research in officers' personal papers,journals and recollections, government documents, and newspapers, as well as secondary works. The author
specifies where he differs with other historians, mentioning many
of them in the text. Wide-ranging and insightful, Watson's book
will be crucial to any educated reader seeking to understand and
analyze the history of the U.S. Army and its officers.
Joseph G. Dawson Ill

Texas A&M University-College Station

Rivers ofSand: Creek Indian Emigration, Relocation, & Ethnic Cleansing

in the American South. By Christopher D. Haveman. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2015. Acknowledgements,
illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xvi, 438. $65.00
paper.)
The term "Indian removal" brings to mind for many people
images of the Cherokees being forcibly removed via the "Trail of
Tears." However, the story of removal is much deeper and complex. Indians from all over the United States were moved west of
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the Mississippi River, including some from the Midwest. In this
book, Christopher Haveman provides the context for the removal
of the Creek Nation. In doing so, he judiciously explores a widerange of sources, and in contrast to many existing narratives, truly
explains the Creek story of removal through Creek eyes. The
amount of Creek voice and agency in the book is truly remarkable.
Creek removal did not begin in 1830, but rather with the 1825
Treaty of Indian Springs. Using a chronological narrative, Haveman walks readers through the experience from its roots through
1882. He describes the evolution from voluntary to forced emigration, and discusses the roles of such unsavory characters as William
McIntosh, who hoped to become wealthy through the dispossession of the Creeks. Through a number of events that aptly point
out the role of contingency in history, including treaties and the
Second Creek War, Haveman tells readers a story of removal that is
both poignant and refreshing to historiography.
Haveman's mining of both primary and secondary sources,
and the seamless way he weaves them together, puts readers into
the minds of the Creeks. In doing so, he provides fresh perspectives. For example, the amount of fragmentation and factionalism
amongst the Creeks had a great impact on how their emigration
took place. Some members of the nation, although a distinct
minority, felt hopeful at the prospects of moving. Many of them
turned to despair during the trip and when tales of duplicity
reached tl1em. For the majority of Creeks, their move west, whetl1er voluntary or forced, turned into a nightmare. Many perished
along the way due to disease and a number attempted to return
east. Some tried to live among the Chickasaws they met. One of
the strongest themes of Rivers of Sand is Haveman's ability to tell
these stories and contextualize them to illustrate the complexity
and nuances of Creek removal.
The term "ethnic cleansing" is in the title. The question of
genocide and ethnic cleansing-terms tl1at have different meanings to different people-has been heavily de bated in recent scholarship. Works including Alfred Cave's Lethal Encounters: Englishmen
and Indians in Colonial Virginia (2013) provides a strong theoretical base for his conclusion that the English were, in fact, guilty of
genocide against the Indians in the years leading up to Bacon's
Rebellion in 1676. Gary Clayton Anderson's Ethnic Cleansing and
the Indian: The Crime That Should Haunt America (2014) uses a much
broader brush and argues that the correct label is ethnic cleansing,
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not genocide. Each of these books provided a theoretical framework to prove their arguments; Haveman does not. While positing
that the U.S. pursued ethnic cleansing in their actions toward the
Creeks-an argument that is certainly accurate-the book lacks the
scaffolding needed to thoroughly drive the point home. He introduces his contention by stating, "I argue that moving Creek Indians
west was, in fact, "ethnic cleansing" and not, as Andrew Jackson
asserted, about protecting Indians from extinction or "annihilation" (4). He then provides readers with a sound definition of ethnic cleansing. Unfortunately, until another brief mention in the
concluding passages, the idea seems largely forgotten. With the
vehemence that this debate is being argued amongst scholars from
a variety of disciplines, Haveman would have been better served by
a more sustained approach to a theme that merited mention in the
title of the work.
In recent years many books illustrate themes of perseverance
and even cultural revitalization amongst displaced Indians of the
United States, and Haveman continues this trend by describing
how the Creeks recreated their religious and ceremonial life once
they arrived west of the Mississippi River. Rivers of Sand has a number of examples of how the Creeks achieved this as well; however,
the work could be strengthened by a larger discussion in an introductory section on traditional Creek culture. With this addition,
it would be easier to see how tl1eir culture persisted, and how they
were able to recreate the Creek world wherever tl1ey moved. Readers could see what they felt were the most important components
of their world-those that they ensured moved with them, and
those that they left behind.
Even with the above caveats, Rivers of Sand is an incredibly
strong and important book and represents an important contribution to the scholarship of Southeastern Indians and Indian removal. The book does not simply rehash old themes of removal. The
Creek nation is at the center of the work, and readers clearly see
how devastating removal was for them. Readers also learn how the
Creeks persisted. Finally, although not a stated goal of the book,
the idea of Andrew Jackson's benevolent attitudes toward Indians-wanting to save them from extinction-is, hopefully, once
and for all, laid to rest.
James E. Seelye Jr.
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Jose Marti: A Revolutionary Life. By Alfred Lopez. (Austin: University
of Texas Press, 2014. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes,
works cited, index. Pp. xv, 410. $39.95 cloth.)

Since the early} 930's, Cubans have honored Jose Martf as the
"Apostle of Cuban Independence." Plaques and statues of Marti
exist in every Cuban city, and in other cities outside of Cuba -like
Miami, Florida-that have been impacted by the Cuban diasporas.
The most impressive of these monuments is the enormous stone
statue erected in 1953 in Havana in what under the Castro regime
became known as the Plaza of the Revolution.
In his book, Jose Marti: A Revolutionary Life, Alfred Lopez
attempts to turn the stone image of Martf into the flesh and blood
reality of a man who, like most, lived, worked, loved, struggled,
and died. Depending mostly on secondary sources, Lopez teases
out incidents in the life of Martf which reveal his humanity as well
as events and people in his life which drove his revolutionary fervor.
In this very personal account, Lopez reveals intimate details of
Marti's life including his complex relationship with his father, an
unsuccessful military officer. Martf's feelings for this father were
ambiguous; he admitted that he could not appreciate his father's
"proud and forceful virtue until his own was put to the test" (232).
But the father's love for his son remained constant. When visiting
the young Martf in jail, he looked at his wounded son in horror,
"feverishly embracing [his] mangled leg [and] broke into sobs." As
his father dressed his wounds, Marti "struggled to dry his [father's]
tears as heartbreaking sobs choked his throat" (62). Part of Marti's
ambivalent feelings for the father may have been evoked by the
father's mercurial temper. This temper resulted in Marti's favorite
sister being placed by court order in a foster home to protect her
from the father, who had beaten her savagely because she planned
to marry without his consent. In contrast to his feelings for his
father, Martf adored his mother, a valiant woman who once braved
gunfire to rescue her son from a building besieged by counter revolutionaries bent on kilJing all the occupants, including Marti. His
mother also struggled to keep the family together as the father's
continual failures at his work put the family on a series of sojourns
stretching from Cuba to Valencia to Mexico and back to Cuba.
Lopez' details of Marti's prodigious love life, which left a trail
of broken dreams and hearts stretching from Spain to Mexico, add
to the picture ofa very human Jose Martf. The author also presents
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intimate facts concerning Marti's physical ailments, including
removal of a testicle, which plagued him all his life.
At times, Lopez' lyrical style blends seamlessly with Marti's,
resulting in a very readable and agreeable vision of the life ofJose
Martf. And by providing historic context to his life, including
the political turmoil in Mexico, Guatemala, Spain and the budding
imperialistic designs of the USA on South America, Lopez suggests that the political reality of the time may have propelled Marti
as much as his revolutionary soul. Lopez also provides insights
into mid to late nineteenth-century daily life, including a detailed
account of the vicissitudes of travel in Central America, the Mexican theater, popular culture in New York City, as well as Spanish
university life.
This book can be read easily by anyone interested in Cuba,Jose
Marti, or Hispanic life in the late nineteenth century. Of particular
interest to readers of Florida history will be the pages dedicated to
Marti's sojourns into Florida. In addition to the well-documented journeys to the cigar centers of Key West and Tampa, Lopez
includes accounts of travels throughout the state, stretching from
the port of Fernandina Beach to rural central Florida, where a city
bearing his name had been incorporated.
While the casual reader will find this work attractive, serious
scholars may be somewhat disappointed. Lopez, a professor of English and Comparative Literature, admits in his preface that he is
not an historian and this work substantiates that disclaimer. For
example, in the opening pages of the book he mentions the Carlist
wars of the 1830's fought against "the liberal rule of Regent Maria
Cristina" (3). But she would not assume that role until 1886 when
her husband Alfonso XII died. The Carlist wars were fought against
Isabel IL A serious scholar of Cuban intellectual history also might
find disheartening his treatment of Father Felix Varela, the father
of Cuban nationalism, whom Lopez dismisses in a single sentence
as a "Cuban priest exiled in 1823 for advocating Latin American
independence" (263). This slight to Varela ignores his profound
influence on Mendive, Marti's mentor, and on Martf himself. Aside
from the complete works of Marti edited by the Marti Center in
Havana and a few references to U.S. government reports on Marti's
activities in the United States, the book relies heavily on secondary
sources. Some notable works are missing, however. For example,
the very good analysis of Marti's political thought done by John
Kirk in 1985 does not appear, nor does the work oflvan Schulman
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find a place in this book. And although Lopez traces Marti's activities in Key West, there is no reference to Gerald Poyo's very thorough work on the subject. Nevertheless, the author succeeds in
recovering Jose Marti the man of flesh and blood from the stone
icon he has become. Although a Martf scholar might find the book
bit lacking in detail, a person who appreciates a well-written biography will find this book rewarding.
Francis J. Sicius

St. Thomas University, Miami, Florida

Southern Water, Southern Power: How the Politics of Cheap Energy and
Water Scarcity Shaped a Regfon. By Christopher J. Manganiello.

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2015.
Acknowledgements, maps, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xi,
320. $39.95 cloth.)
Water scarcity is a term that conjures up images of the arid
West, but Christopher Manganiello's Southern Water, Southern Power
shows that water scarcity played a key role in shaping the American
South as well. Focusing on the Savannah River watershed-a system
that drains more than 10,000 square miles in Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina-Manganiello traces how water was bandied about by boosters, private utility companies, federal officials,
local residents, Southern conservatives, paddlers, water-skiers, and
environmental activists throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. These groups saw the region's waters largely as a source
of energy, and Manganiello demonstrates that this "energy-water
nexus" is a valuable lens for understanding the modern South
(6). As stakeholders clashed over how to manage the watershed to
extract power and deal with chronic water insecurity, their efforts
shaped the region's economic development, social relations, and
physical environment in important ways.
This process unfolded in three stages. The Savannah watershed had long provided energy for the Southeast, but by the 1880s
it was becoming less important as a source of hydropower than
hydroelectric power. Between 1880 and 1925, utility companies
like Duke Power sought to harness "white coal" and regularize
the flow of water by constructing dams capable of generating vast
amounts of electricity and by stringing transmission lines that crisscrossed the region and connected it to national utility providers
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(47). This "Super Power system" provided cheap power for urban
and industrial customers and fueled a manufacturing boom in the
Southern Piedmont (59). These efforts were never enough to take
away water insecurity, however-a point underlined by a multi-year
drought beginning in 1925 and severe flooding in 1929.
Even as private utility companies shifted to coal-generated electric power, squabbles over water intensified during the New Deal.
Liberal New Dealers championed federal dam building to offset
monopolistic control by private utility companies, regulate rivers
to prevent flooding, provide electricity to impoverished parts of
the rural South, promote water recreation, and encourage soil conservation. By 1945 it was clear that this "big dam consensus" would
not be replicated on the Savannah River watershed (72). White
public officials in Georgia and South Carolina supported public
dam building programs, but they worried that New Deal policies
might challenge the racial status quo. They ensured that the Army
Corps of Engineers, not the TVA, became the primary manager
of the Savannah watershed-stripping the "big dam consensus" of
any radical social designs (72).
Water management in the post-1945 Sun Belt was dominated
by the Corps, and public officials secured federal funds for big dam
projects. By the late 1950s, however, regional support for dams
was eroding. Southern conservatives characterized the Corps as
an unwanted federal intrusion, the agency faced competition for
water from new stakeholders, and environmentalists challenged
dam building throughout the nation by calling attention to water
quality issues-undercutting support for further dam projects. This
new path was evident in 1974, when corporate, federal and local
stakeholders all united to grant the Chattooga River-of Deliverance
fame-protected status under the newly-passed Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act. This decision reversed more than a century of management strategies premised on controlling water with infrastructure
projects, though it has not quelled debates over how the Savannah
watershed ought to be used.
Using corporate records, federal documents, and private
papers, Southern Water, Southern Power convincingly demonstrates
how decisions about energy needs and water insecurity shaped
the Savannah watershed. These decisions were more complex
than scholars have realized, and Manganiello introduces a host of
understudied state, corporate, and local stakeholders who played
a significant role in decisions about water and energy. His analysis
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol97/iss1/6
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of the politics behind these decisions is especially novel, and Manganiello builds on the work of Samuel Hays to provide a perceptive analysis of how regional fissures within the Democratic Party
affected the politics of natural resource management in the South.
By making Piedmont "waterscapes," dams, and manufacturing sites
central to his narrative, Manganiello also provides a new perspective on Southern industrial development that moves past the agricultural and extractive enterprises that have long dominated work
on the economy and environment of the post-Civil War South (5).
Southern Water, Southern Power may be a story about the South,
but Manganiello also situates the region within broader national
discussions about the best ways to manage water-discussions that
have usually focused on the West or the Mississippi River. Although
many scholars write the South out of the post-World War II environmental movement, Manganiello makes it clear that Southerners were involved in struggles to conserve their water resources
early on, though this activism looked different in the South than in
other parts of the country.
Efforts to regularize the watershed to suit energy needs never
fully succeeded, however, and Manganiello shows that the flooding
and drought that seem like natural phenomena have been created
and exacerbated by human decisions about water needs for more
than a century. Decisions about how to mitigate the risk of water
insecurity to maintain a steady supply of energy have also benefitted certain stakeholders-typically white, urban, or industrial
interests-at the expense of others with less political clout, though
Manganiello might delve into the social and racial implications of
the South's water management decisions more fully.
This does not detract from an excellent book, which points the
literature on environmental history and the South in many new
directions. Although Manganiello does not deal specifically with
water issues in Florida, his explanation of how water insecurity and
energy needs have affected political decision-making and environmental change shed light on water management throughout the
Southeast, and should be required reading for Floridians dealing
with similar issues. As the Southeast recovers from some of the
worst flooding in its history, Southern Water, Southern Power is a timely
reminder of how these seemingly natural disasters are shaped by
past decisions about how to manage Southern energy and water.
William D. Bryan
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Southern Provisions: The Creation & Revival of a Cuisine. By David
S. Shields. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015.
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, index. Pp. xvi, 401.
$30.00 cloth.)
In the spring of 1865, Charleston's most famous restaurateur
and chef, an African-American named Nat Fuller, hosted a dinner
celebrating the end of the Civil War. Through a shared meal, he
brought the city's white and black residents together to celebrate
reunification and honor new beginnings. Moved by Fuller's social
activism and professional reputation, David Shields and a team of
renowned American chefs commemorated the 150th anniversary of
Fuller's feast. Although no detailed menu remained of the event,
Shields combed through archives to find infonnation that would
allow his team to recreate the meal with historical accuracy. The
menu included poached bass, partridge with truffle sauce, and Charlotte Russe, among other haute cuisine. The meal shattered perceptions of Southern food as a cuisine solely defined by dishes like fried
chicken and collard greens. At the same time, it showed how the
work of a historian can extend far beyond the archives. The event
revealed a much more complex representation of the Lowcountry
cuisine by highlighting the culinary ingenuity of nineteenth-century
chefs who cooked in professional kitchens. Shield's Southern Provisions, as well as 150th anniversary meal he organized, demonstrate the
benefits of combining archival research with a mastery of culinary
skiUs to engage both scholars and the public in American history.
In Southern Provisions, Shields explores the development of
Lowcountry and Southern cuisines primarily in antebellum America. For Shields, the heart of a regional cuisine lies in its distinctive
ingredients. The tangy flesh of Florida oranges and the bright grain
of Carolina Gold rice reflect a gout du terroir, or taste of place, that
serve as the foundation of Southern regional cuisines. In pursuit of
the terroir of the Lowcountry, Shields consults a range of primary
sources not often used by historians, including plantations' ledgers,
agricultural trade journals, seed catalogs, and horticultural handbooks, to discover what nineteenth-century Americans were actually eating. His research sheds light on the techniques employed
by nineteenth-century growers and the many ways in which they
shaped taste innovations in America. He then traces the spread of
new varietals through seed brokers. These key interlocutors made
possible the popularization of certain kinds of fruits, vegetables,
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and grains throughout the United States. Delivering a comprehensive analysis of the antebellum food system, Shields also addresses
the distribution of these harvested foods through urban food markets and onto the antebellum restaurant and kitchen tables.
Shields organized his book into three sections (consumption,
distribution, and cultivation) that guide the reader not from farm
to table, but from table to farm, emphasizing the importance of
terroir in the making of Southern identity. His work compliments
the existing literature on Southern food cultures by honing in on
stories illuminated by the archive. Whereas folklorists and organizations like the Southern Foodways Alliance rely upon oral histories to analyze developments in local food cultures and their larger
meaning in American life, Shields relies on archival evidence.
His research unearths a list of celebrated culinary professionals
including restaurateurs, caterers, vendors, planters, agriculture
innovators, and seed brokers. His work on the history of these professionals stands in contrast to the foundational work of food scholars concentrating on the domestic sphere and the life and labor of
home cooks. These scholars were often interested in the unnamed
cooks who fed America. Southern Provisions, therefore, analyzes
long-overlooked aspects of Southern food cultures, enriching our
understanding of culinary professionals' roles in shaping the economy and culture of the South.
Southern Provisions features several case studies of interest to
historians of Florida. Shields' analysis of eastern Florida's citrus
industry, for example, opens up new modes of inquiry into the
state's agricultural history and its place in Southern food culture.
Shields envisions eastern Florida as an integral part of the Lowcountry, yet also recognizes the uniqueness of its local culinary
traditions. Demonstrating the distinctive ingredients of regional
cuisine, Shields highlights the use of Florida-grown oranges in beverages like orangeade and orange wine. Tying the prominence of
these local favorites to the economic history of the region, Shields
explores the innovations surrounding Floridian orange cultivation
in the nineteenth century. He hones in on one man's efforts to
stave off the effects of the 1835 frost that threatened the sustainability of citrus groves in the region. When planters contemplated
abandoning the groves for sugar cane production, Francis L. Dancy
encouraged them to nurse the trees back to health so as to preserve
Florida's unique agricultural economy. As mayor of St. Augustine,
he continued to push this agenda and helped save Florida's citrus
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industry by pairing government policies with agricultural innovations that allowed for the restoration and expansion of the groves.
As a result, those groves, and the fruits they produced, became synonymous with Florida and were a powerful symbol of the state's
economy and culture in a national market.
Although interested in the intricacies of local food economies, Shields also acknowledges the interconnectivity and broader
influences that shaped regional cuisines. He explores how seemingly isolated retail spaces were nodes along intercontinental trade
networks. Shields, for example, spotlights Warrock's grocery in
Jacksonville, Florida. He demonstrates how grocery stores, like
Warrock's, sat at the heart of town culture and thus impacted daily
consumption habits. Grocers sold goods not available in the local
produce markets, including alcohol, bread flour, candy, coffee, tea,
and sugar. These products came from suppliers in Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, all cities that relied upon Florida for produce. These stores, Shields argues, were key interlocutors in a vast domestic trade network, bringing products to diverse
consumers who then incorporated them into regional dishes.
Shields' work invites scholars to dive deep into the archival
record and commit to perusing the cache of culinary materials that
provide insights into the makeup of Southern food cultures. Future
subjects of historical inquiry could include in-depth explorations
of street food economy and the culture of racially and ethnically
diverse itinerant vendors; the symbiotic relationship between fresh
food markets and corner grocery stores in the urban South; and
the industrialization of the South's artisan food industries. Southern
Provisions not only encourages researchers to return to the archive,
but also to the field, grove, garden, and market to rediscover the
historic tastes of the South.
Ashley Rose Young

Duke University

The Great Melding: War, the Dixiecrat Rebellion, and the Southern Model
for America's New Conservatism. By Glenn Feldman. (Tuscaloosa:
University of Alabama Press, 2015. Acknowledgements, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. x, 388. $59.95 cloth.)
Glenn Feldman advances a provocative and engaging thesis: Alabama business, political, and societal elites employed the
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rhetorical practice of ''sophistic pruning" to meld racial conservatism with "economic fundamentalism that served their interests,"
using "unbounded southern hostility toward the federal government as the common glue to bind the two" (36). This "First Great
Melding" consolidated plain-white support for conservative economic policy and would expel economic liberals from positions of
political influence in Alabama and across the Deep South.
While Feldman traces the foundations of this fusion politics as
far back as the Redemption era, the years of the New Deal, World
War II, and Harry Truman's postwar Fair Deal generated sufficient
fodder for elites to successfully equate economic liberalism with
racial progressivism. The First Great Melding matured with the
Dixiecrat revolt of 1948 (228). Following this election, however,
Dixiecrats squandered an opportunity to consolidate their power
vis-a-vis loyalist Democrats in 1951 that effectively eliminated the
possibility of mounting future insurrections, propelling them
toward alignment with the Republican Party. In short, Dixiecrats
were left with nowhere else to go.
Unfortunately, The Great Melding would have benefited immeasurably from additional editing. Organization is a persistent deficiency. While the book's introduction is well written and engaging,
Feldman fails even to introduce the term "First Great Melding"
until three pages into Chapter 2. The book then becomes bogged
down in the early- to mid-1940s, with repetition and extraneous
detail rendering reading cumbersome. Feldman has important
points to make, but the first two-thirds of the book would have
benefited from significant trimming. A more judicious selection
of representative comments and anecdotes would help Feldman
showcase his impressive volume of quality, archival research without belaboring his argument.
The space afforded by such editing would also have allowed
Feldman to further develop some interesting lines of inquiry that
are left hanging. Feldman indicates, for example, that Sidney Hillman's CIO-PAC attempted to impede the methods conservatives
used to foment anti-New Deal reaction in 1944 (86), but fails to
pursue this argument further. Once the Dixiecrats finally emerge
in Feldman's narrative, some important details are curiously lacking. The "States' Rights Democratic Party" materializes in about
1946, led by Alabama political elites Frank Dixon, Gessner McCorvey, and Horace Wilkinson, but despite extensive earlier coverage
of these men's disparate political backgrounds and affiliations, the
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party's creation receives only a vague and perfunctory mention
(193).
Perhaps most sadly, despite building up a 1950-1951 conflict
over control of the Alabama Democratic Party in the introduction
as representing a significant paradigm shift, Feldman devotes a
mere 19 pages to his discussion of this event and its context. Much
of this space is occupied by a more general analysis of whether
there is a "powerful, perhaps even compelling, rational,e for economic conservatives to gravitate toward white supremacy to a stronger and more frequent degree than their liberal counterparts"
(286). This is a useful discussion, but why so little coverage of such
a significant event-especially following the excessive detail of the
book's earlier sections? The reader is left disappointed.
Feldman does score some significant triumphs in this volume.
Chapter 13, "The Dixiecrat Revolt in Perspective," is especially
strong. As well, throughout The Great Me/,ding Feldman describes a
fascinating "southern right concept of representation"-the belief
then current in Alabama and tl1roughout the South tl1at elected
officials should merely reflect the will of the majority, even if that
will violated the law, ethics, or "simple decency" (196). Slightly
earlier on, Feldman's critique of southern historiography describing mid-1940s Alabama as an "oasis of liberalism" is both rigorous
and compelling.
Feldman hints significantly toward both tl1e beginning and
end of his book that the fusion of this "First Great Melding" laid
the groundwork for a later, national "Second Great Melding" in the
1960s and 1970s, one that fused "economic fundamentalism and
religious fundamentalism on the shared basis of antidemocratic
values" (38). The capacity of the "First Great Melding" to generate a southern population ripe for alliance with conservatives outside the South is a profoundly intriguing notion, and one Feldman
could have spent additional time developing. The ingredients are
here for a deeply impactful narrative, but again, the closing sections of The Great Melding simply fail to adequately develop what
could be a compelling thesis.
Despite its shortcomings, Feldman's volume makes an
important contribution to the historiographies of Alabama politics, the Dixiecrat movement, and twentieth century conservatism
more broadly. He asks provocative questions and offers an insightful, if unsettling, explanation of why so many white southerners
(and other Americans) have voted against their economic interests
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in the decades since World War II. Patient readers will be rewarded with a wealth of information and significant food for thought.
Better editing and more emphasis upon the years from 1948 to
1952 would make for a more ertjoyable journey and more satisfying
destination.
LauraJane Gifford

Portland, Oregon

QJ.teering the Redneck Riviera: Sexuality and the Rise ofFlorida Tourism.
By Jerry T. Watkins III. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2018. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. Pp. xii, 188. $79.95 cloth.)

During the second half of the 20 th Century, increasingly mobile
Americans began arriving along the Florida Panhandle in greater
and greater numbers. They came to fish a little, swim a little, sit
out on the beach, and take in amusements that were sp1inging
up like weeds. Some among them wanted to do things they could
not do openly back home-take what sociologists have called a
"moral holiday."
Because they came largely from the lower South, and brought
with them the culture of that region, in time these tourists transformed the coast into what some derisively called the "Redneck
Riviera." The moniker survives despite Chamber of Commerce
efforts to rebrand the strand as the Emerald Coast.
They were a diverse lot, these visitors. Some were affluent, others
middle class. Though many came with families, others came single
and searching. Most were white. The few African-American tourists
joined local blacks at "Colored Beaches," where they waited for the
Civil Rights Movement to set them free. Most tourists were heterosexual, but some were not. This book is about those who weren't.
Though in the popular mind queer culture is not redneck,
the same factors that drew straight Southerners to the Florida Panhandle -automobile accessibility, beautiful beaches, less expensive
accommodations, and for a time at least a general live-and-let-live
attitude-also attracted gays and lesbians to the coast. Once there
they carved out space for themselves and transformed the Riviera
into a region far more diverse than often thought.
It was not an easy task, for during that post-WWII era state and
national attitudes and agencies identified homosexuals as perverts,
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subversives, and a danger to the American way of life. The Florida
Legislative Investigation Committee (FLIC) that was set up to protect the public from unamerican influences, lumped homosexuals in with communists, integrationists, and other groups that were
accused of weakening the moral underpinnings of society. Tourist
development groups believed a homosexual presence endangered
the economy by driving away straight visitors. Conservative religious organizations claimed homosexuality threatened the family
unit, and since families were the target audience for the tourist
industry, an unofficial alliance between religion and business was
formed. In short, any effort to queer the Redneck Riviera faced
significant challenges.
How these challenges were overcome is the story Jerry T. Watkins III tells in Queering the Redneck Riviera, and he tells it well. He
also gives readers unfamiliar with "Queer History" an accessible
introduction to how gays and lesbians created their own spaces,
their own institutions, their own associations, and how they celebrated themselves.
Focusing primarily on Pensacola, but not ignoring other locations along the coast, Watkins documents the risks homosexuals
were forced to take to develop a network that was social, economic,
and, ultimately, political. Organizations like the Emma Jones Society held gatherings that coincided with patriotic holidays to emphasize that those who were celebrating were as American as anyone
else. Establishments like Trader Jon's in Pensacola along with the
Fiesta Room Lounge and the La Royale Lounge and Package Store
in Panama City, offered gay and lesbian customers a place to relax
and mingle away from prying eyes and carping critics.
Drawing on a variety of sources, including gay publications
as well as FLIC transcripts, the author reveals the extent to which
homosexual citizens were harassed and shamed by authorities and
how, through print and later internet social media, they presented a united front against their persecutors. What African Americans endured during their struggle for civil rights, gay and lesbian
Americans endured along the Florida Panhandle.
In the end, the story has, or at least seems heading toward,
a happy ending. The queering of the Redneck Riviera has been
accomplished the way success usually comes in Florida, by buying it.
When businesses, especially those associated with tourism,
realized the power of the "Pink Dollar," opposition to gay celebrations, gay establishments, and a gay presence in general began to
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crumble. Certainly, pockets of homophobia remain, and even
today homosexuals are discriminated against in ways that straight
Americans seldom encounter. Nevertheless, from Tallahassee to
Pensacola, the "liberation economy" is a force to be reckoned with,
and along the coast gays and lesbians, both locals and tourists, are
making the most of it.
Recently, officials bent on preserving the region's image as a
family-friendly destination for visitors have been most concerned
with cleaning up Spring Break without hurting the economy that
thrives on the student invasion. The policing of gays and lesbians,
especially when so many of them have become influential in business, the arts and historical preservation, appears counter-productive, if not a waste of time.
If this trend continues, for many Americans the Redneck Riviera will also be the "Gay Riviera," a region where queers of every
race and gender will be an essential part of "The Sunshine State."
Harvey H. Jackson III

Seagrove Beach, Florida

Seeing Green: The Use and Abuse of American Environmental Images.
By Finis Dunaway. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015.
Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, index. Pp. viii, 337.
$40.00 cloth.)

It's a chronic problem for historians. How to push down below
tl1e main story line ("battles and kings" history) to understand
what the people were thinking. Typically they don't leave much of
a document trail for scholars. But one way to follow it is to determine what was popular at any given time. Who were the heroes and
why? What hopes and fears were expressed through popularity? By
choosing to write about what he calls "popular environmentalism"
(8) and to use the images mass media offered, Finis Dunaway fills
out his story about American environmental images over the years.
This book is really as much critique as it is history. Dunaway
is unhappy with how little the environmental movement of the
last half century changed American policy and institutions. Specifically, he tl1inks environmentalism, with the assistance of the
media, turned away from "large-scale solutions" (273) and meaningful reform. This strikes me as a half-empty perspective. A major
change in public attitude and policy did occur during the time in
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question. In the 1960s words like "pollution" and "ecosystem," and
even "environment" itself were not in the American vocabulary.
Ethical consideration of human action towards nature was simply
not on the public table or, in later terminology, on the screen. But
in the two decades following the Santa Barbara oil spill of 1969,
American attitudes began to change. As I detailed in The Rights of
Nature: A History of Environmental Ethics (1989), scientists, philosophers, theologians and activists put forward the idea that nature
belonged in the moral community and had rights people should
respect. The Endangered Species Act (1973) marked a major
extension of American liberalism. Granted they were not images,
but the books of Aldo Leopold and Edward Abbey became very
popular and belong in Dunaway's discussion of why the images he
discusses had potency.
Of course, modern environmentalism did not do as much as it
could, or should, to change behavior. Dunaway is clear and forceful in his critique. But he must also know that any major reform
is slow and sporadic. Neither civil rights nor women's liberation,
both of which utilized many images, were completely successful
over the same time period. Disappointed as Dunaway may be in
the images put forward on behalf of nature, they still set America
on a new and important course.
Roderick Frazier Nash

University of California Santa Barbara
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